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ABSTRACT

Radiationeffects due to low doses of spallationneutrons are compared

directly to those produced by fission and fusion neutrons. Yield stress

changes of pure Cu, alumina-dispersion-strengthenedCu and AISI 3]6 stainless

steel irradiatedat 36-55°C in the Los Alamos SpallationRadiation Effects

Facility (LASREF) are comparedwith earlier results of irradiationsat 90°C

using 14 MeV D-T Fusion neutrons at the Rotating Target Neutron Source and

fissionreactor neutrons in the Omega West Reactor. At doses up to 0.04

displacementsper atom (dpa),the yield stress changes due to the three quite

differentneutron spectra correlatewell on the basis of dpa in the stainless

steel and the Cu alloy. However, in pure Cu, the measured yield stress

changes due to spallationneutronswere anomalouslysmall and should be

verified by additional irradiations. With the exceptionof pure Cu, the low

dose, low temperatureexperimentsreveal no fundamentaldifferences in

radiationhardeningby fission, Fusion or spallationneutronswhen compared on

the basis of dpa.
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Introduction

The Los Alamos SpallationRadiationEffects Facility (LASREF)is a

potential irradiationfacility for fusion reactormaterials testing,including

ITER materials and components. Spallationneutronsources have not been

utilized extensively in fusion materialsresearch,primarilybecause there are

no high flux sources, but also because of concerns abnut their suitability

relative to fusion reactor neutron environments.

The primary question concerning the use of spallationneutrons for

Fusion materials testing is whether there are undesirableeffects of the "high

energy tail," i.e., the neutrons in the energy range from about 20 MeV to

hundreds of MeV that occur in diminishingnumbers with increasingenergy. The

effects of transmutationsand displacementdamage produced by these neutrons

are largely unknown. The present experiment is the first step of a

potentially broader study designed to investigatewhether there are

fundamentaldifferences in displacementdamage produced by spallationneutrons

relative to damage produced in fission and fusion reactor neutron spectra.

Yield stress changes of metals and alloys due to low dose irradiations

with spallationneutrons in LASREF are compared to results obtained on the

same materials irradiatedto similardoses at 90° C with fission reactor

neutrons in the Omega West Reactor (OWR) and with ]4 MeV D-T fusion neutrons

in the Rotating Target Neutron Source (RTNS-II)[],2,3]. In the earlier

comparisonsof OWR and RTNS-II it was found that, for all the alloys tested,

the fission and fusion irradiationeffectscorrelatewell when compared on the

basis of displacements per atom (dpa). However, in the case of pure Cu [1]

and pure Nb [4] some differences between fission and fusion neutron

irradiation effects were noted.

A limitedexaminationof microstructureshas been done by transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) on the same Cu [5,5] and 3]6 SS [7] irradiatedat

90°C in RTNS-II and OWR for the tensiletests . In general, the radiation-

induced hardening scales with the visiblemicrostructure. Comparative

examinationsof the microstructureof pure Cu specimenshave recently been
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performedon specimens irradiatedin LASREF,RTNS-II and OWR, and the results

ar_ reported in anotherpaper in these proceedings[8].

ExperimentalDetails

The LASREF irradiationcontainedminiaturetensile specimensand TEM

disks of 99.999% pure Cu (annealedat 450°C For ]5 m), an alumina-dispersion-

strengthenedCu alloy (CuAl25)with 0.25% Al in the form of Al20_ (annealedat

982°C For 60 m)and AISI 3]6 stainlesssteel (annealedat ]O00°C for ]0 m).

These three materials are a subset of the materials irradiatedin the earlier

OWR/RTNS-IIcomparisons [3] that includesthe general range of behaviors

observed in those studies.

The specimenswere placed into four helium-filledcapsules,which were

placed into the LASREF facility through tubes also used for "fast" rabbit

activation foil exposures [9,10]. The capsuleswere positioned at different

distances from the center of the neutron-producingtargets, exposing each

capsule to a different flux level. The capsule temperatureswere monitored

with chromel-alumelthermocouplesattachedto each capsule. Details of the

LASREF irradiationsare given in Table ].

Each capsule containedactivation foils of Cu, Ni, Co and Fe for neutron

dosimetry. The gamma ray intensitiesof the radiation-inducedradioisotopes

were measured at Los Alamos National Laboratory,and the resultswere analyzed

with the STAY'SI [1]] spectral-fittingcode. Both the neutron spectraand

He/dpa ratios are documented in reference ]2. The average Fluence experienced

by each capsule during the irradiationof 3.8 x ]06 s duration is listed in

Table 1 along with coarse spectral information. The fluences of two

categories of high energy neutrons are listed' the fluenceof neutronswith

energies greater than 0.] NeV, which producemost of the displacementdamage,

and the fluence of neutronswith energiesgreater than 20 MeV, the so-called

"high energy tail."

The dosimetry foils in capsule l were badly corroded, and they were not

useful For analysis. The total Flux value for capsule ] given in Table ] was
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estimated from the relative fluxes at the four positionsdetermined in

previous work [9]. Neutron energy-dependentdisplacementcross sections []3]

for Cu were used to calculatethe dpa in Cu for each capsule. The dpa value

for capsule ] was estimatedassuming the same neutron spectrum as capsule 3.

bpa values for 316 SS were estimatedby multiplyingthe Cu dpa values by 0.75,

the ratio of the displacementenergies in Cu and Fe.

The test specimens in capsule ] were also corroded, but not so badly

that tensile tests and TEMcould not be performed on them. The cause of the

corrosion still eludes the experimenters. The tensile tests on specimens from

capsule I appear to be unaffected by the corrosion, and the results are

included in this paper. Huwever, since the neutron dose for capsule ] is also

uncertain, the capsule ] data should be viewed with caution.

Tensile tests were performedat room temperatureat Pacific Northwest

Laboratoryon an apparatusdesigned specificallyfor testingminiature

specimens []4].

Results

The results of the tensiletests are reported in Table 2. Figure I

shows the changes in 0.2% offset yield stress as a Functionof displacement

damage For 316 SS irradiatedin LASREF. Each point is the result of a single

= tensile test. The LASREF data are comparedwith earlier results from RTNS-II

and OWR irradiationsof the same material at 90°C [3]. The data are plotted

against dpaI/4because the RTNS-II and OWR data are linear functions of that

quantity. Dependence on the Fourth root of dpa is typical for this dose range

and temperature, lt is consistentwith the dispersed barriermodel of

irradiationhardening al doses where cascades interactbut defect densities

are not saturated. The error bar on the single point in the center of the

graph indicatesthe minimLxm±5% error in the value of the absolute yield

stress, based on the estimatedprecisionof the testing technique. The

stYaight line through the data points was fitted to the RTNS-II and OWR data

only• Overall, the agreementof data from all three neutron spectra is quite

good. There are some minor systematicdifferences" the LASREF data exhibit
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somewhat greater scatter than the RTNS-II and OWR data, and they appear to lie

along a line of slightlygreater slope (the results from capsule ] at the

highest dose are suspect)•

Figure 2 compares LASREFdata with earlier RTNS-II and OWRdata for

CuAI25 [2]. As in 3]6 SS, the yield stress changes are proportional to the

fourth root of dpa. The line in the figure was fitted to only the RTNS-II and

OWRdata, and the error bar represents the 5% precision of the measurement of

the absolute yield stress. There is good agreement among the results _or

LASREF, RTNS-II and OWR.

Figure 3 compares LASREF data for pure Cu with data from the earlier

RTNS-II and OWR irradiations[3]. Both RTNS-II data _nd OWR data vary

linearlywith the fourth root of dpa, but the slope of the RTNS-II data is 1.4

times that of the OWR data. More than twice as many dpa are needed in OWR as

in RTNS-II to produce a yield stress change of 200 Mpa in pure Cu. The LASREF

data have considerablylarger scatterthan those of RTNS-II and OWR (although,

if the two highest measured values of yield stress change are ignored, the

scatter at each dpa value in the LASREF data is on the order of the ±5%

precision of the testing). The remarkablecharacteristicof the LASREF data

is that the yield stress changes are considerablyless than in RTNS-II and

OWR.

Discussion

The yield stress changes of 3]6 SS and CuAI25 irradiatedwith LASREF

spallationneutrons correlatewell with those measured on the same materials

irradiatedin RTNS-II and OWR, when compared on the basis of dpa. In Cu the

yield stresschanges due to the spallationneutrons are markedly lower than

those due to the fission or fusionneutrons. They are too large and are in

the wrong direction to be due to differences in temperatureor dose rate.

Earlier irradiationsof pure Cu in RTNS-II [3] at temperaturesranging

From room temperatureto 290"C demonstratedthat radiationhardening is
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sensitive to the temperature, since defects in Cu have significant mobility in

this temp_rature range. Increasing the temperature in Cu delays the onset of

the transition fluence at which significant hardening begins to take place.

If temperaturewere the only variable,then Cu irradiatedat 36-55°Cshould

have slightly higheryield stress values than when irradiatedat 90°C.

However, the yield stress changes due to irradiationin LASREF are about the

same as those obtained in RTNS-II at 200°C. Thermocoupleswere attached to

each LASREF capsule, and the specimenswere tightly packed within each

capsule. There is no indicationthat the specimensexperiencedtemperatures

greater than about ten degrees above the reported temperatures. If the LASREF

capsules had been near 200°C, the yield stress changes in 316 SS should also

have been smaller [3] than shown in Fig. I.

Displacementrates in the LASREF irradiationsvaried with distance from

the target over the range from 4.2 x 101° to 5.3 x 10.9dpa/s, approximately

three times the rates for comparabledpa values in RTNS-II. In OWR the

displacementrate is much higher, 3.7 x 10B dpa/s. Earlier RTNS-II

irradiationswere also done in pure Cu at damage rates four times higher than

those for the data plotted here. At the higher dose rates the yield stress

changes were about 10% greater than at the lower dose rate. Thus, there is no

evidence to supportrate effects as the cause of the differences in yield

stress changes of Cu irradiatedin LASREF,RTNS-II and OWR.

In a companionpaper in these proceedings[8] the microstructuresof Cu

specimens irradiated in LASREF are comparedwith those of Cu irradiatedin

RTNS-II and OWR. The number densitiesof TEM-visibledefects for specimens

irradiated in all three neutron spectracorrelatewell when compared on the

basis of DPA, and the visible defect size distributionsare about the same.

lt is difficult to postLilatea situation in which the visible microstructures

are the same but the yield stresses are different. Perhaps the only

possibility is that invisibledefects are produced in RTNS-II and OWR that

contribute to the hardening, but no invisibledefects are produced in LASREF

(or they were eliminatedby an undetectedtemperatureexcursion). The search

for a systematicerror in the tensile tests of Cu specimenshas been negative.
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As to whether there are spectraldifferences in irradiationeffects in pure

Cu, the evidence based on yield stress data is inconclusive.

Conclusions

In low-dose irradiations,the changes in tensileproperties of 316 SS

and CuAl25 produced by fissionreactor neutrons,D-T fusion neutrons and

LASREF spallationneutrons are the same when compared on the basis of dpa.

The small yield stress changesmeasured for pure CLIirradiatedin LASREF

remain unexplained.

Excluding the Cu data, these low dose, low temperatureexperimentsshow

that any fundamentaldifferencesin damage productionat low doses by LASREF

spallationneutrons and those of a fission or Fusion reactor can be accounted

For by comparing the test data on the basis of dpa.
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Table I. LASREFIRRADIATIONS

Capsule Distance Temp Total Fluence Fluence DPA
! ID from °C Fluence E>O.I MeV E>20 MeV in Cu**

I , Tarcjet,m I0Isn/mz 1015 n/m_ 1015 n/m_

7 0.38 36 8.9 2.7 0.47 0.0016

5 0.27 37 27 9.5 1.3 0.0037

3 0.18 44 40 21 2.9 0.011

] 0.12 55 73* .... 0.020*

Estimate based on Ref. 9
Multiply by 0.75 to get approximate dpa for 316 SS



Table 2 LASREFTENSILE TEST DATA
,,_,_ _,

Capsule Yield Stress Ultimate Uniform Total
%ID MPa Strength, MPa Elongation, % Elon_ation, _, ,, ,,

Cu
,,

unirrad 77 206 26.1 29.0,,......

7 104 .... _63 13.1 18.7
....... ,_.. ,,,

7 127 180 8.9 13.8
,,= ,,,

7 ]65 213 15.9 21.6,,,L ....

5 120 168 16.5 23.7
....

5 132 175 11.3 15.0
l ...... -

5 142 194 .... 8.4 i 13.3 _

3 128 165 28.4 32.5

3 139 185 16.4 21.9

3 177 223 13.6 17.9

] 151 177 9.0 13,3,..

1 163 191 11.9 18.2

CuAI25
.........

unirrad 417 456 9.1 15.5

7 439 451 5.6 8.4
...... ,.,

7 445 459 6.6 12.1
........

5 475 483 0.5 7.3..

5 479 481 0.5 3.9
---- ,,,.

3 503 523 0.5 2.9
.....

3 505 518 0.3 3.2.....

i 471 507 0.7 1.5

I 536 544 0.4 1.2



Table 2 continued
J,

Capsule Yield Stress Ultimate Uniform Total
ID MPa Strength, MPa Elon_ation, % Elon_ation, %

i

316 SS

unirrad 269 648 57.2 61.7

7 334 608 50.1 55.6

7 347 633 50.0 55.3

7 356 655 50.9 55.8
,,,

5 354 564 34.0 37.7
"- ,H_ ',

5 382 619 47.1 51.9

5 401 651 47.1 52.9

3 459 673 36.7 43.3

3 468 687 39.7 43.9

3 486 715 32.3 37.7
....

I 491 675 37.2 42.9

1 49] 679 32.3 40.7

] 530 703 21.7 25.9,,,
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

]. The radiation-inducedchange in yield stress plotted against the fourth

root of dpa For AISI 3]6 stainlesssteel irradiated in LASREF, RTNS-II

and OWR. The straight line is fitted to the RTNS-II and OWR data only.

The error bar near the center of the graph representsthe estimated ±5%

uncertaintyin the absoluteyield stress due to the precisionof the
,

measurements.

2. The radiation-inducedchange in yield stress plotted againstthe Fourth

root of dpa For alumina-dispersion-strengthenedCu irradiatedin LASREF,

RTNS-II and OWR. The straight line is fitted to the RTNS-II and OWR

data only. The error bar near the center of the graph representsthe

estimated ±5% uncertainty in the absoluteyield stress due to the

precision of the measurements.

3. The radiation-inducedchange in yield stress plotted againstthe fourth

root of dpa For pure (99.999%)Cu irradiatedin LASREF, RTNS-II and OWR.

Straight lines are fitted to the [_TNS-IIand OWR data. The error bar

near the center of the graph represents the estimated+5% uncertaintyin

the absoluteyield stress due to the precisionof the measurements.
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